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This month Bruce Drake and his flying

companions will be telling us about their

summer flight to Malta. We will be start-

ing at 8.00pm

Quote of the Month

“Learning the secret of flight from a

bird was a good deal like learning

the secret of magic from a magician.

After you know what to look for you see

things that you did not notice when you

did not know exactly what to look for.”—

Orville Wright

Flight over Congested Areas

Following publication of the CAA letter

setting out the lifting of the restriction

of flying over congested areas, two

relevant points have been raised.

Mike Oakley contacted the Editor with the

following caveat. For a pilot who has

never done the two cross country

navigation flights and, therefore, holds a

restricted licence flight over congested

areas is still forbidden. The restriction

can now be removed but only by applying

to the CAA for a new restricted licence

and paying £86 for the privilege!

Interestingly the flight restriction does

not apply to recently issued or future

restricted licences.

The relevant part of the Air Navigation

Order and Regulations relating to flight

over congested areas states:-

(c) The 1,000 feet rule

Except with the written permission

of the CAA, an aircraft flying over a

congested area of a city town or

settlement shall not fly below a

height of 1,000 feet above the

highest fixed obstacle within a

horizontal radius of 600 metres of

the aircraft.

(d) The land clear rule

An aircraft flying over a congested

area of  a city, town or settlement

shall not fly below such height as

would permit the airc raft to land

clear of the congested area in the

event of a power unit failure

(CAP 393,  January 2010, Section 2, page

6 or page 330 out of 480 in the whole

document if you wish to look it up

yourself)

Victory at Enstone

An application to build a solar farm on

the western end of the airfield's

single runway has been unanimously

refused by the West Oxfordshire District

Council. The proposal was put forward by

Lomond Holdings Limited, the company

owning the runway and land occupied by

Oxfordshire Sportflying Ltd. The plan was

refused on the grounds that it would

'materially impact on the use of the

airfield for General Aviation purposes and

result in the loss of an important

community facility', among other effects.

This is good news for Oxford Sportflying

Ltd as it works to maintain its flying

operation at Enstone and keep the

runway open for general aviation use.
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(Editor’s comment:- This decision will be

noted and used as a precedent in future

planning applications, no doubt. It is

indeed a victory for commonsense.)

Southern England half-mil Map

The latest edition of the half-mil map

covering Southern England and Wales

was published on 8th March. This

incorporates changes in the visual

presentation of the airspace around

Birmingham Airport. The CAA and NATS

were concerned at the number of

inadvertent airspace infringements

occurring and hope that by removing

some “non essential aeronautical

information” these will be reduced.

National Rounds at Over

If you have time to spare, remember

that Rob Keene would would be glad of

your help to run the rounds taking place

at Over Farm in April and June. Contact

him on 07831 237353 or

rob.keene@btinternet.com

The Alternative Fly UK 2011 by Jon

Ingram

If we’re going to make it to Scotland

without risking life and limb, lets’ leave

it a few days.... This prophetic discussion

occurred after we had all ‘ummed’ and’

aahed’ all day, only to  watch Myron and

Steve set off anyway.

So – finally on July 1st Mark Peters,

(Savannah), Martyn Shortman, (QuikR),

Mike Scholes (another QuikR), and I met

up at Broadmeadow for an ‘alternative

Fly UK’. With high pressure forecast for

most of the UK and the chance to

complete a tour of Scotland in proper

sunshine the GT450 was packed and

ready to go wherever our trip leader said.

(Well volunteered Mark!). With an 11:00

planned departure we finally took off

about noon because the muffins and

coffee were so good. The first proper Leg

was a pleasant, if a little bumpy, flight up

to Darley Moor where Mike went off down

memory lane – after all, this was where

he learnt to hang glide back in the ‘80’s

and some of the guys were still around!

With just a brief fluid stop, (let some out

and replace it with hot tea), we were soon

back in the air for, if I remember rightly,

one of the highest airfields in England -

Oxenhope. On route to this strip we made

a slight detour and flew over the

Dambusters training ground at Lady

Bower Reservoir. With more than

moderate turbulence I did not fancy

steering the Quik around those tight

turns at low level to the towers and

instead, paid my respects to the brave

men of WWII from a safe height.

 This really was a mountain top airfield,

and with a bit more wind than forecast!

However with the machines well tied

down we cadged a lift into the local town

and much to my delight headed straight

for the nearest chip shop. Camping is not

tough anymore!

After a few hours relaxing in the sun we

climbed aboard for the next leg, Mark had

obviously done his home work for this trip

and pointed out that we would be passing

the much photographed Ribblehead

Viaduct.  You need to pick your place to

photograph this because there are roads

and barns close to hand which

professional photographers tend to leave
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out of their, ‘in the middle of nowhere’,

shots. Our next airfield was soon in view,

a small place called Berrier which is just

north of the Lake District. We discovered

this was narrow, sloped left to right and

had a dry stone wall up the side of it no

more than four feet from the side of the

runway. As usual I was bursting for a pee

and was surprised that my first attempt

got me in there safely, especially as it

nestles at the bottom of a steep hill. This

was our first overnight stop and the

facilities didn’t look the best but our host

Roger Savage, a Gyro man and

photographer soon had us organised with

some cheap fuel and great pub

Day 2

After sleeping down the slope or across it

we took a short hop over to Castle

Kennedy by Stranraer where the ‘laird’,

who is also an aviator, took us away in

the Range Rover and saw to it that we

were sipping tea in the stunning Castle

gardens. It soon become apparent to us

that Mark’s research and homework was

paying dividends because we had only

come a short way from a deserted airfield

with no facilities but which was much

better sign posted in the guides. The next

leg saw us hug the Isle of Arran and Bute

while flying over some really spectacular

scenery to the Isle of Mull and the next

strip at Glenforsa. Now I wanted to

savour this moment landing on this

beautiful strip but with a stiff breeze right

across the runway, the landing took all

my immediate concentration (and more).

What a beautiful place and somewhere I

thought I might have never got to again

but here we are sat in the afternoon sun

looking out over the Sound Of Mull. Fuel

was a challenge here because it was early

closing. However, with our tanks full

again it was time to enjoy climbing out of

Mull and heading out over the Isles of

Muck, Eigg and Rum to Plockton, which

eventually came into view from the sea

and surrounding mountains. The showers

here were very much appreciated. The

landing here is spectacular – you come in

over the loch and land over the top of the

cliff edge! A short walk into town, (it was

actually a bit of a hike), and we were

soon eating some really superb seafood

with equally magnificent views across the

bay. G-TERR was spotted in the hanger,

this little machine apparently once

famous for sorties all over Southern

England.

Day 3

Big mountains and no wind saw us flying

out at summit height through the

mountains and over to the southern end

of Loch Ness. At a respectful 500ft we all

flew the entire length, and landed at

Culbokie where we were treated to some

bacon sarnies and transport for petrol.

Turning south we now headed over the

Cairngorms National Park where snow

still lay on the mountains and we

encountered big thermals. No matter

how I tried I couldn’t get above them and

by the time they were cleared I was

knackered! We spent two hours or more

flying over the wilderness until we

reached the comparative comfort of East

Fortune where a rest was really

appreciated. Again fuel was arranged by
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the locals together with hot food and it

was back in the air again as we followed

the East coast down to our next stop,

Fishburn. This was the most glorious part

of the trip. It was now dead calm and

really clear during the evening and we all

cruised along dead slow enjoying the

scenery. The runway there is interesting

too – it steps down so you need your wits

about you. We were quickly out ‘on the

town’ again, and enjoyed another good

meal and a chat about the day’s

adventure. The taxi driver here was the

biggest chap I have ever met – turns out

he was a champion body builder!

Day 4

Life is tough: we headed out to the coast

again and followed it down past Whitby,

Scarborough and around Flamborough

Head at the very safe height of 200ft

sorry, 500ft. The coastal scenery was

fantastic on such a day but we finally had

to turn inland and made our way over to

Beverly where the local instructor threw

us his van keys to fetch fuel and iron

rations. It was someone else’s turn so I

actually relaxed and read a book for an

hour – great! The towering cumulus

building to the West started to look

ominous and I was not looking forward to

the flight into the black sky down to

Sywell. There was no need to panic, it

looked worse than it really was and we

were soon being bustled off the airfield to

a local hostelry for a late lunch. (The

airfield cafe is closed on a Monday).The

final leg back to Over farm during the

evening sunshine was beautiful flying

and a successful trip was just a landing

away. To cap it off I managed a ‘greaser’

– shame there was no-one around to see

it!

What an adventure - nearly all the flights

were about one and a half hours or so

with plenty of time in between to chat

and relax, the airfields where we stayed

and found fuel made the trip so

memorable and the weather was almost

perfect, roll on next year!

News from the BMAA

New Chairman

At a meeting of the BMAA Council on

the 13th February 2012 David

Bremner was elected unopposed to the

post of BMAA Chairman, left vacant by

the retirement of Rob Hughes. David's

position of BMAA Vice Chairman was filled

by Paul Dewhurst, also elected

unopposed.

New  Safety Officer

The BMAA has appointed a new Safety

Officer to take over the part time role

previously occupied by Kim Taylor. The

new man at Deddington is Peter Watson.

Peter comes from a safety background in

industry so will be on home ground. He is

a microlight pilot and flies a CT from

Chatteris. I am sure that Peter will be

able to fill in more details of himself soon.

He started on Monday 20th February.

Short Flight to Kemble - by John Sparks

Perhaps Anno Domini is catching me up

because the chill winter air seems to

seep through my flying suit rather more

than it did 23 years ago when I started

flying weight-shifts.  Nevertheless, the

chance to get into the sky on a calm,

cloudless but freezing day is still difficult

to resist.

Such conditions lured me aloft on 11th

February.   Donning my down-filled Rab

gear brought originally for filming in

Siberia at -40degs C, I headed for

Doynton.  Thick frost covered the field –

so only a short flight was planned.  I

phoned Kemble; their tarmac was icy and

no one had used the grass so I told them

I would give it a miss.  Climbing over the
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M4 and rising above the Cotswold scarp,

I changed my mind because what

unfolded to the east was a glistening

white snowscape, broken only by dark

hedges and the patches of woodland.

Although recently fallen snow had melted

around Bristol, the higher ground, being

a degree or so colder, had retained its

white blanket.  It was breath-taking.  The

inversion at 1500ft formed a dove-grey

haze on the horizon – otherwise it was

stunningly clear.  The radio crackled into

life as two light aircraft took off from

Kemble so I thought that I would take a

look at the airfield.  Once overhead, the

thought of a hot mug of tea was rather

inviting and soon I had descended onto

the downwind leg to land right hand onto

grass 08 – except that I could not see

any grass.  Before me stretched a white

expanse of unbroken snow.  A last

minute jink on finals, and Juliet Juliet’s

wheels ploughed into smooth snow which

quickly brought the aircraft to a halt.

 During a 90 minute stop for a cheese roll

and cuppa, hardly anything stirred on the

airfield.  What a waste of a day.

Eventually I took to the air again with

effusive thanks for dropping in coming

through my headset from the greatly

under-worked ATC. I diverted over

Charmy Down and was surprised to see

that several aircraft were outside the

hangars.  After yet another cuppa,  I

finally took off for the 5 minute hop to

Doynton with the setting sun in my eyes.

No epic flight was this one, but it resulted

in an enchanting experience of the sort

that makes sitting in the open cockpit of

a weight-shift microlight so addictive.

Gloucestershire Police - Project

Pegasus

Attached for information is a leaflet

circulated by the Gloucestershire

police outlining their interest in aviation

matters relating to illegal activities

involving aircraft.

Air Ambulance E-Petition

The Club supports the local Air

Ambulance service and one member

is thankful that the service exists. It has

emerged recently that air ambulances

are not exempt from the VAT on the fuel

they use, a strange anomaly compared

with the RNLI who can claim it. There's

an e-petition online, if anyone would like

to sign up. The aim is for 100,000

signatures so the issue can be debated in

the commons. The petition can be found

at:-

http://epetitions.direct.gov.uk/petitions/

29349

Safety

The frequencies used by GPS systems

are being jammed routinely in the UK

by individuals attempting to block the

location tracking systems used by

delivery trucks and anti-theft systems, a

new study has found.

GPS jammers that plug into 12 volt

vehicle outlets are cheap and easy to

obtain, but the growing extent of their

use has not been reliably documented

until now. Exactly who would be

interested in using them is hard to know

although the two most likely culprits are
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van drivers attempting to defeat their

company's GPS-tracking systems as well

as vehicle thieves.

Growing use of GPS jamming would have

a negative effect on legitimate users,

with signals masked for 200-300 metres

around each moving device.

Fly-in

Triple B Fly-In (bbq, beers and band)

on Saturday 28th and Sunday 29th

April at Clench Common Airfield near

Marlborough in Wiltshire. The bbq will be

on from 13.00 hours on the Saturday

with a band playing in the evening.

Camping available on site! All profits

donated to the Wiltshire Air Ambulance.

Miss this and miss out!

February ‘s talk at the Flying Shack.

By Nick Heywood

The talk for February at the Flying

Shack was given by Paul Fowler of

Enstone Flying Club.

Paul is trying to get together a

“Squadron” of Spitfires that can do

demo’s etc.  for flying displays. The

Spitfires in question are the Mk 26B. You

can join a syndicate and help to build the

aircraft and then train to fly it. The aim

would eventually, to be good enough to

fly in a formation of 12 and to do displays.

Club members have been invited to fly

into Enstone if they would like to see how

thing are progressing or if they just

would like have a brew. PPR  first though

please.

Paul can be contacted on

www.spitfireclub.co.uk  or you could give

him a ring on 01608678204

Club Subscriptions are now due

This is a last reminder that Club

subscriptions for 2012 are now due. If

you have not renewed or responded to

the Treasurer’s e-mail this will be the last

newsletter that you receive. We hope

that you have just forgotten to renew

and that this will jog your memory.

Dates for your Diary

27th March – 1st April – Sun ‘n Fun,

Lakeland, Florida

14th – 15th April – Nationals Round

One, Over Farm

28th - 29th April - Triple B Fly-in,

Clench Common Airfield, near

Marlborough

5th – 6th May – Microlight Trade Fair

and Fly-in – Popham Airfield

1st – 4th June – Nationals Round and

Tour of Cornwall, Over Farm

2nd – 3rd June - Round Wales Rally no

details available yet.

15th – 24th June – Fly UK 2012 see

www.fly-uk.org

23rd – 29th July – EAA AirVenture,

Oshcosh, Wisconsin, USA

7th August – 1st September – World

Microlight and Paramotor

Championships, Air Marugan, Segovia.

Details at <www.airmarugan.com>

31st August –2nd September – LAA

Rally,Sywell

1st - 2nd December – The Flying Show,

NEC Birmingham
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